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SPLATTER  
Bold dramatic splatters of satin gold adorn these freeform 
sculptures. Each is a one-of-a-kind work of art. 
Splatter large 20 x 18 x 8" AN300G $175 WHSL



Some things are timeless, like integrity and skill. So is the satisfaction of 
imagining something beautiful and being able to craft it into reality.
     The Annieglass studio has been doing exactly that for nearly 4o 
years as an innovator of American craft, blending old world glassmaking 
techniques with the latest in modern technology in the United States. 
Recognized by the Smithsonian Museum of American Art as an authentic 
American classic.
     A new generation of women in Annie’s family are stepping forward to 
lead and share her vision, by launching a new business to business website 
with easy drop shipping to your own web customers.
     This collection introduces a trio of boxed glass trivets—simple, 
innovative and functional, fun animal prints, eye popping sculpture (see 
the fascinating video of Annie making them on our website) and new 
shapes in favorite styles.
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JAXSON
Artistic splashes of 24kt gold drip across this gorgeous appetizer tray in Jaxson.
Appetizer tray  13 ¼ x 5 ¾"  JX214G  $44 WHSL

EDGEY
This beautiful oblong tray is the perfect complement to a simple gathering 
or an elegant feast.
Oblong tray  6 ¼ x 16 ½"  E151G/P  $90 WHSL

JX214G E151G



TRIVETS
Annieglass introduces Trivets, artful protection for your table from hot and cold. 
Thick textured glass with a 24kt center. Gift boxed.
Round Trivet - Dahlia   8"  TR100  $32 WHSL 
Round Trivet - Stripe   8"  TR102  $32 WHSL
Square Trivet - Ripple  7 ½" TR104  $32 WHSL
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HEARTCHEETAH
This bold Cheetah print will leap right into your heart. 
Available in two sizes. 
7"  CSH502G  $44 WHSL        
5"  CSH503G  $28 WHSL

CSH502G CSH503G


